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The strength of America's constitutional
democracy comes largely from the informed,
active participation of its citizens, whether voting
in an election, spending time on jury duty,
volunteering for community service, or simply
keeping aware of current affairs. Will the next
generation of citizens today's students have

the knowledge, skills, and interest to fulfill their
civic responsibilities? The National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP), the nation's only
ongoing survey of what American students know
and can do in various academic subjects, is one

resource that can help answer this question.

The NAEP is administered by the National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES) with over-
sight by the National Assessment Governing Board
(NAGB). In 1998, NAEP administered a civics
assessment to a national sample representative of

all students at grades 4, 8, and 12. The results of

the assessment provide information about students'

civic knowledge, skills, and interests.

This publication presents highlights from the
1998 NAEP civics assessment, describing its content

and major findings, as well as students' experiences

at home and school that are associated with

achievement in the study of civics.

NW U.S. Department of Education
Office of Educational Research and Improvement NCES 2000-460
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NA.EP IN A NUTSHELL

0:
A

What Is NAEP?
The National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) is the nation's only ongoing assessment of
what students know and can do in various subject
areas. A project of the National Center for Education
Statistics within the U.S. Department of Education,
NAEP has assessed many academic subjects since its
inception in 1969, including mathematics, science,
reading, writing, world geography, U.S. history, civics,
social studies, and the arts.

The National Assessment Governing Board (NAGB),
an independent agency that oversees NAEP, deter-
mines which subjects will be assessed and how they
will be assessed. With the assistance of educators,
parents, public leaders, and other concerned
citizens, NAGS develops the "framework,' or guide-
lines, that determine how a subject area will be
assessed. In addition, NAGS sets achievement levels,
or student performance standards, for the three
grades assessed 4, 8, and 12.

How Is student performance reported?
The results of student performance on the NAEP are

reported for various groups of students (for example,
fourth-grade female students, twelfth-grade students
attending nonpublic schools). The differences in
performance between groups of students in 1998 that
are discussed in this report are statistically significant.

Student performance is described in two ways:
1) scale scores; and 2) achievement levels.

Scale Scores
Student performance is reported as an average score
based on the NAEP civics scale, which ranges from
0 to 300. The average scale score reflects the overall
civics performance of a particular group of students.

Achievement Levels
Student civics performance is also reported in terms
of three achievement levels: Basic, Proficient and
Advanced. Results based on achievement levels are
expressed in terms of the percentage of students
who attained each level. The three achievement
levels are defined as follows:

Basic. This level denotes partial mastery of prerequi-
site knowledge and skills that are fundamental for
proficient work at each grade.

Proficient This level represents solid academic
performance for each grade assessed. Students
reaching this level have demonstrated competency
over challenging subject matter, including subject-
matter knowledge, application of such knowledge to
real-world situations, and analytical skills appropriate
to the subject matter.

Advanced. This level signifies superior performance.

0: How should NAEP Achievement Levels
be Interpreted?

A: The achievement levels are performance standards,
adopted by NAGB as part of its statutory responsibili-
ties. The levels are collective judgments of what
students should know and be able to do for each
grade tested. They are based on recommendations
by broadly representative panels of classroom
teachers, education specialists, and members of
the general public.

As provided by law, the Acting Commissioner of
Education Statistics, upon review of a congressionally
mandated evaluation of NAEP, has determined that
the achievement levels are to be considered devel-
opmental and should be interpreted and used with
caution. However, both the Acting Commissioner and
NAGS believe these performance standards are

useful for understanding trends in student achieve-
ment They have been widely used by national and
state officials, including the National Education Goals

Panel, as a common yardstidc of academic performance.

CIVICS ASSESSMENT \fi

THE NAF,P 1998

In 1998, NAEP assessed the civics achievement of students
at grades 4, 8, and 12. The guidelines used to develop the assessment
were established in the Civics Framework for the 1998 National Assessment of
Educational Progress. The framework, published by the National Assessment
Governing Board, was developed through a national consensus-building
process that gathered input from a variety of citizens. Educators, assessment
experts, scholars, public officials, businesspeople, and other laypeople, including
students, all participated in this process.

The civics framework focuses on interrelated components: knowledge,
intellectual and participatory skills, and civics dispositions. Together, these
components make up the essential elements of civic education in America.

S74'

NOTE: For reasons of confidentiality, the students
shown in the photographs in this report are not NAEP '--

civics assessment participants.

What civic knowledge should students be able
to demonstrate?
According to the framework, the civic knowledge that students should
be able to demonstrate can be found in five fundamental areas:

1. Civic life, politics, and governnient

2. Foundations of the American political system

3. How the government established by the Constitution represents
the purposes, values, and principles of American democracy

4. The relationship of the United States to other nations and to
world affairs

5. The roles of citizens in American democracy

What civic skills should studentsbe able to demonstrate?
Students should be able to demons*te theskills that enable citizens
to use their civic knowledge to respond to the challenges of life in
a constitutional democracy. Intellectual skills help citizens identify,
describe, explain, and analyze information and allow them to evaluate,
take, and defend positions on public issues. Participatory skills enable
citizens to monitor and influence civic life by working with others,
expressing ideas, and managing conflict.

What are civic dispositions?
Civic diifiositions are those ideals held by citizens, such as belief in the
rights and responsibilities of individuals in soCietk;and in the advanCe-
ment of the ideals of the goyeinnient. These "diSpositions" underlie
participation in civic affairs; stich'is election's 01-:COmrininitY service and
the assumption of personal, political, ancleeOnornic responsibilities.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



CONTENT OF THE CIVICS ASSESSMENT

The 1998 civics assessment contained a combination
of multiple-choice questions and constructed-response
(or open-ended) questions. Each student participating
in the assessment received two 25-minute sections of
questions. Most civics questions measured both knowledge
and intellectual skills. In addition, some questions also
measured participatory skills and/or civic dispositions.

In order to ensure that the civics
assessment conformed closely to the frame-
work, a special committee of civics teachers
and other educators reviewed each question
being considered for use in the assessment.

The assessment included questions that rest the civic knowledge areas outlined in the 'framework. Atgrade 4, about one-quartei. of the questions focused on civic life, politics, and government, while at
grades 8 and 12, there was more emphasis on the Constitution. At all Three grade's, ai least.a quarter
of the assessment's qUestions dealt with the roles of citizens in American democracy.

Percentage of civics assessment time devoted to different areas of civic lthowledge,
grades 4, 8, and 12

pracle:4:. -*.Pradelt A GFO4c 1.1
I. Civic life, politics; and gosernment 21

II. Foundations of the American political system 22 28

III. How the govenvnent established by the Constitution represents
the purposes, values, and principlm of American democracy 15 26

IV. The relationship of the United States 0:3 other nations and
to world affairs 10 14

V. The roles of citizens in American democracy 32 24

The following pages present sample questions and student
responses from the 1998 civics assessment. Student perfor-
mance on each question is associated with one of the three
achievement levels Basic, Proficient, or Advanced. In
addition, each question is accompanied by a table that
indicates, for multiple-choice questions, the percentage
of students within each achievement level who responded
correctly and, for constructed-response questions, the
percentage of students within each achievement level
whose responses were scored "Acceptable" or better. The
correct answer for each multiple-choice question is indicated
by a star (*).

SOURCE: National Center ice Ed...cation Statistics, Natio-el AsSessmer4d Ecluceticnel Progress (N EP), 1998 Civics Asseament.
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,osiistork.' GRADE 4 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

Basic Level - Sample Question and Response

Scott wants to be a police officer when he grows up. He says the
police get to wear fancy uniforms with badges, use handcuffs,
and drive cars as fast as they want. What is wrong with Scott's
ideas about why he wants to be a police officer?

Ttc, cthA enwerful be ease

rtecy3's VcrAta mss. f t5 4 crtiterS

Think about the things police officers do in their work. What are
two good reasons to be a police officer?

1) You. ckSeAplIne ?coPle So \-iNet can t-tarn
oNisAmik.oc.

2) MAR. ?eo.e.9_ weeln feqle -14110-4 are -q-647,,

frobleNA-

Proficient Level - Sample Question

11. Which of the following is the most important reason
why the United States trades with other countries?

cp People get a chance to travel.

* oD It helps people get the things they need.

CD It helps us learn about other cultures.

We can learn other languages.

67% of all 4" graders received a rating of
"Acceptable" or better.

Percentage of students at each achievement level
who received a rating of "Acceptable or better

Basic Proficient Advanced
71% 87%

p,centage of &I fourth seders includes those v.in .erc bdcw Basle
Too few toxin gradas Imbed the Adveneedleal to nepat Menu u% ihis question

This constructed-response question was
designed to measure students' ability to tell the
difference between power and authority. The
response shown received a score of "3" ("Accept-
able") on a four-point scale and represents the
Basic level at grade 4. Although the first part of
this response was not credited because its meaning
was unclear, both reasons the student gave for
being a police officer were credited.

49% of all 4' graders answered this question correctly

Percentage of students at each achievement level
who answered correctly

Basic
49%

Proficient
70%

Advanced

o W pocentese d Went& seders incb.rda ease whowax bdom
Too few fourth sabers reached the Advanced Ind to report the mutts for this q.estion.

This multiple-choice question measured students'
understanding of international trade. While reasons
A, C, and D may result when the United States
trades with other countries, reason B is clearly the
most important. Fourth graders at the Proficient
level were likely to choose the correct response.

SOURCE: National Center fcc Education Statistics, National Asseesment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1998 Civics Assessment.
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GRADE 4 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

Advanced Level Sample Question

The following question refers to the cartoon below. The word apathy in
the cartoon means "not caring."

C... 0 11111 ......1/11 Foe,

What is the message of the cartoon?

*0 Democracy could be in danger if people do not vote.
CID People like to get all of their political ideas from television.

cp People do not care whether they have the right to freedom of
speech.

0) It is hard to be a candidate for President.

26% of all d'h graders answered this question correctly,'

Percentage of students at each achievement level
who answered correctly

Basic
26%

Proficient

35%

Advanced

e fRe percerease den loath green marls Max who etre Woe Beak
Too few keen green reacted to Advanced Owl to neat tho resits tcf the %ogee

This fourth-grade question required students
to interpret a cartoon about the importance of
civic participation to democracy. Answering this
question correctly requires students to both under-
stand a political cartoon a difficult task for
young students and respond to a question
about a sophisticated concept. Fourth graders
at the Advanced level were likely to choose the
correct response.

GRADE 8 SAMP I F, QUESTIONSEST1ONS AND RESPONSES

Basic Level - Sample Question

Two countries both claim that an island in the Pacific Ocean belongs to
them. The countries arc preparing to go to war with each other over this
issue.

What is the United Nations able to do to help end the conflict?

cs) Send weapons to both sides.

on Disarm the militaries of both countries.

*nD Arrange for diplomatic negotiations between the two countries.

CD Force all other countries to stop trading with the two countries.

77% of all graders answered this Question correctly*

Percentage of students at each achievement level
who answered correctly

Basic

84%
Proficient

94%
Advanced

The pecemage of ell eighth gado/ inctelcs those van eos Weer Cask
Too taw eighth graders 'lathed QitAdoencedkid tn rivetLhtrmtts quistion.

This eighth-grade question falls within the civics
knowledge category of the United States and its
relationship to other countries and to world affairs.
It was designed to measure students' understand-
ing of what the United Nations can do to help
resolve international conflicts. Eighth graders
at the Basic level were likely to choose the
correct response.

SOURCE: National Center for Education Statistics, National Assessment of Educational Progrest (NAM 1990 Civia ASIeSsmert



GRADE 8 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

Proficient Level - Sample Question

This question rcfcrs to the passage below:

When two [people] come into [thc Supreme] Court, one may
say: "an act of Congress means this." The other may say it means
the opposite. We [the Court] then say it means one of the two or
something else in between. In that way we arc making the law,
aren't we?

Earl Warren, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

Some people arc troubled by the role of the Court described by Chief
Justice Warren. Which argument could they effectively use against it?

* ® It is dangerous to give nonelected officials such as judges so much
power in the government.

at) The Suprcmc Court makes it too difficult for the federal government
to exercise its power over the states.

Supreme Court judges arc the members of society most capable of
making decisions about social policy.

ap The main task of the Suprcmc Court is to rewrite the Constitution to
respond to modern problems.

Advanced Level Sample Question and Response

Give two specific examples of how the United States
Constitution limits the power of the government.

1,(hrn %.f3h parckt.io( Cdr f)oco-02r.

2) *Thro 051n ?91eLo .

31% of all 8' ;faders answered this question correctly.'

Percentage of students at each achievement level
who answered correctly

Basic Proficient
26% 56%

Advanced

o The pacmtsgad edi eighth grades irrAcles area%At. vat boric..wank
Too food ighth grades nreched the Advanced lewd to moot the mitts la this %media,

This eighth-grade multiple-choice question was
part of a two-question set about the distribution
and sharing of powers among the three branches
of the federal government. It required students
to demonstrate an understanding of conflicting
views about the power of the Supreme Court.
Eighth-grade students at the Proficient level were
likely to choose the correct response.

13% of all 8th graders received a rating of 'Complete."'

Percentage of students at each achievement level
who received a rating of "Complete'

Basic Proficient
10% 29%

Advanced

The parer thgc dap eighth graders Includes Saes Wvo were telcw Beek
Too few eighth gilder% ruched thc Atherton! levc1 to rcpolthc results fa this Question.

This constructed-response question measured
students' understanding of ways the United States
Constitution limits the power of government. This
response received a score of "3" ("Complete") on
a three-point scale because it provided two different
and specific correct answers. It represents the
Advanced level at eighth grade.

SOURCE: National Center for Education Statistics, National Asssunent of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1998 Civics Assessment.
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...041 GRADE 12 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES

Basic Level Sample Question

This question refers to the statement below:

The United States is not a fully democratic country. The framers
of the Constitution created a system in which majorities even large
majorities or their representatives in Congress do not have the right
to do anything and everything they want.

The framers of the Constitution wanted to limit the power of
majorities in order to

® encourage the growth of political parties

an ensure that state governments would remain weak

CD enable the government to act quickly in times of crisis

* an protect the rights of individuals and minorities

Proficient Level Sample Question and Response

This question refers to the passage below:

"Absolute arbitrary power, or governing without settled laws,
can neither of them be consistent with the ends of society and
government."

John Locke

List two ways the American system of government is designed
to prevent "absolute arbitrary power" and "governing without
settled laws."

II The sysieni OP check,: on ct balances
pieuents 4 certain band, aP Jot ernmen-r

lYaur tyCfliny Inn rowerAl

2) fite ...ktilarsttniord process otild ICLWS

by Dideit aiiera 41 bes-i-

heedc of c;irlehs

Advanced Level Sample Question

This question refers to the statement below:

The United States is not a fully democratic country. The framers
of the Constitution created a system in which majorities even large
majorities or their representatives in Congress do not have the right
to do anything and everything they want.

Which aspect of the American system of government shows one'ne of the
limits on the power of majorities discussed above?

cp The ability of Congress to override presidential vetoes

* ® The Supreme Court's power to overturn unconstitutional laws

tip The right of Congress to impeach Presidents and federal judges

CD The ability of people in many states to vote public initiatives into law

72% of all 12th graders answered this citrestir.D rryterr kr

Percentage of students at each achievement level
who cnswered correctly

Bask

78%

Proficient

93%

Advanced
97%

the percentage d on twettth sod,,, includa dose...how= bdow Cak.

This multiple-choice question, which measures
civic knowledge about the foundations of the
American political system, is the second of a
two-question set based on a short statement. It
deals with the idea that the Constitution upholds
majority rule in certain key areas of decision-
making, but limits the power of majorities in
order to protect the rights of individuals. Twelfth-
grade students at the Basic level were likely to
choose the correct response.

25% of all 12" graders received a rating of "Complete.'*

Parentage of students at each achievement level
who received a rating of "Compkte"

Bask

24%

Proficient

51%

Advanced
75%

a The pacentes dal tweth sada, ir.:udes those wtowere below Bask.

This constructed-response question was designed
to measure students' understanding of how the
Constitution benefits American society by limiting
the power of government. The response received
a score of "3" ("Complete") on a three-point
scale because both parts mention aspects of
America's constitutional system that are designed
to prevent "absolute arbitrary power" and
"governing without settled laws." It represents
the Proficient level at twelfth grade.

30% of all 19" graders answered this question correctly.'

Percentage of students at each achievement level
who answered correctly

Bask

20%

Proficient

42%

Advanced
85%

a ma paccntrsc d ell twelfth graders includes those who woe below ank.

This twelfth-grade multiple-choice question was
intended to measure students' understanding of
the constitutional limits on the power of majori-
ties, as well as students' ability to interpret a
statement. In the assessment, this question was
paired with another question that asked why the
framers of the Constitution wanted to limit the
power of majorities. Twelfth-grade students at
the Advanced level were likely to choose the
correct response.

SOURCE: National Center for Education Statistics, National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1998 Civics ASSeSSMent.
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NAEP CIVICS ASSESSMENT RESULTS
FOR THE NATION

4,

Civics Achievement Levels

Percentage of students at or above
the civics achievement levels

Below
Bask

31

At 01
above At or above
Bask Proficient Advanced

69 23

W.-22141V=7:7:7,7-1
30 70 44 2

35 65 26 4

As shown on the left, 23
percent of fourth graders,
22 percent of eighth graders,
and 26 percent of twelfth
graders were at or above
Proficient the level identi-
fied by the National Assess-
ment Governing Board as
the standard all students
should reach.

While the table on the
left shows the cumulative
percentages of students
"at or above" each achieve-
ment level, the figure on
the right shows the percent-
age of students who fell
below the Basic achievement
level and those within the
Basic, Proficient, and
Advanced levels.

Civics Performance by Gender

The NAEP civics scores at each grade
(4, 8, and 12) range from 0 to 300,
with a national average of 150. These
scores can be used to compare various
subgroups of students.

At grades 8 and 12, females had
higher average scores than males. At
grade 4, females appear to have higher
average scores than males, but this differ-
ence was not statistically significant.

Average civics scores by gender

Grade ire

Male

Female

149

151

Grade 8

Male

Female

148

152

Grade 12

Male

Female

SOURCE National Center for Education
Statistics, National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP),
1998 Civics Assessment.

. _

148

152

Percentage of students within each
achievement level range

80 60 40 20 0 20 40 60 80

Percentage at or below Bask Percentage at or above Proficrent

NOTE Percentages toy not add to 100, or to the the exact percentages
at or above achoevement levels, due to rounding.

At all three grades, compa-
rable percentages of males
and females reached or
exceeded the Proficient level
of civics achievement.

Percentage of students at or above the
Proficient achievement level by gender

so

40

30

90

10

0

so

40

30

00

10

0

so

40

30

so

10

Grade 4

@23

Male Female

Grade 8

ffi

Male Female

Grade 12

Male Female
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Civics Performance by Race/Ethnicity

At grade 4, White students had higher
scores than Asian/Pacific Islander students
who, in turn, outscored Black, Hispanic,
and American Indian students. In addi-
tion, Black and American Indian students
scored higher, on average, than Hispanic
students. At grade 8, White students
scored higher, on average, than Black,
Hispanic, and American Indian students.
Black students and Asian/Pacific Islander
students also scored higher than their
Hispanic peers. At grade 12, White and
Asian/Pacific Islander students had higher
scores than Black, Hispanic, and American
Indian students.

Average civics scores by race/ethnicity

Grade
White 159
Black 132

Hispanic 126
Asian/Pacific Islander 153

American Indian 137

Grade.81...z.

White 159
Black 133

Hispanic 127
Asian/Pacific Islander 153

American Indian 134:17=M
White 158
Black 131

Hispanic 130
Asian/Pacific Islander 151

American Indian 129

At each grade, higher
percentages of White
students were at or
above the Proficient level
than Black, Hispanic, or
American Indian students.

Percentage of students at or above
the Proficient achievement level by
race/ethnicity

so

40

30

10

Grade 4

1731 ECT1
1J

White Black Hispanic Asian/
Pacific
Slander

American
Indian

Grade 8

7
I 1 173-1

Black Hispanic

g_3

Asian/
Pacific
Islander

[fly I
American

India)

e Black Hispanic Asian/ American
Pacific Indian
Islander

Civics Performance by Type of School

At all three grades, students attending
nonpublic schools had higher scores than
students attending public schools. Differ-
ences between the performance of stu-
dents in public and nonpublic schools
may be due to factors such as admission
standards and the likelihood of greater
parental involvement at nonpublic schools.

Average civics scores by type of school

Grade 4
Public 148

Nonpublic 164

Grade 8
Public 148

Nonpublic 169

Public 148
Nonpublic 163

At each grade, a higher
percentage of nonpublic
school students reached or
exceeded the Proficient level
than did public school
students.

SOURCE: National Centel for Education Statistics, National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), 1998 Civics Assessment.

Percentage of students at or above
the Proficient achievement level by
type of school
50

40

30

20

10

0

so

40

30

20

10

0

50

40

30

so

10

0

Grade 4

Public Nonpublic

Grade 8

Public Nonpublic

Grade 12

a3

Public Nonpub ic
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SCHOOL AND HOME FACTORS
RELATED TO CIVICS

What activities are related to students' achievement in civics?
Are there aspects of students' environments at home, school,
or in the community that encourage or support the develop-
ment of young citizens? NAEP collects information that
may help researchers, educators, and parents answer these
questions. For example, it may suggest approaches to help
students become more active citizens and provide a resource
for parents seeking to support their children's understanding
of civics.

Discussing Studies
at Home
Students who participated in the
NAEP 1998 civics assessment
were asked how often they
discuss their school studies
(in any subject) with someone
at home.

At all three grades, about two-thirds of
students said they discussed their studies with
someone at home at least once or twice a week.
Furthermore, those students who said that
they did so "Almost every day" or "Once or
twice a week" had higher civics scores than
those who said they did so less frequently.

Use of the Internet
in Civics Class
Is there a relationship between
use of the Internet, a technology
increasingly available in classrooms,
and students' civics performance?
Teachers of fourth- and eighth-grade students who
participated in the assessment were asked how often
their students accessed the Internet while in class.

As reported by their teachers, about one-quarter
of fourth graders and nearly one-half of eighth
graders used the Internet at least once or twice a
month. At both grades, students who accessed the
Internet in class once or twice a month had higher
civics scores than those who never or hardly ever did
so. Eighth-graders who used the Internet at least
once a week also had higher civics scores than those
students who never or hardly ever did so.

The data shown in the following figures are for students
attending both public and nonpublic schools. While it
is possible to study the relationship between students'
performance in civics and various other factors, it cannot
be established that these factors cause a higher level of
achievement in civics. The relationship that exists between
civics achievement and another factor may, in fact, be caused
by a complex interaction of numerous factors.

How often do you discuss things you have
studied in school with someone at home?

Almost evay day

axe or twice a week

Once a twice a month

New a hardly eve

Almost evay day

Once a twice a wenh

Once a twice a mcnth

New a hardly ever

Peroonage of students

Percentage
iderage at or above
score Proficient

G ode 4

Almost everyday

Once a twice a week

Once a twice a mash

Never or hardN ever

0 10 SD 30 40 50 60 95 50 40 100

Grade 12

°EP

NOTE: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.
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Student Jobs
Many American high school
seniors work at jobs for pay. Is
there a relationship between
the number of hours students
work and their performance on
the civics assessment? Twelfth
graders taking the assessment were asked how
many hours per week they work at a job for
pay. Almost two-thirds of the students reported
that they work at a job for pay; approximately
one-fifth reported working 21 hours or more
per week. Students who reported working a
moderate number of hours per week (11-15
hours) had higher scores than both the students
who reported working more hours and the
students who reported that they did not work
at a job for pay.

Student Volunteer Work
In recent years, an increasing num-
ber of young people have been
active in community service.
Such service can be a key part of
an individual's civic education.
Consequently, twelfth-grade
students taking the 1998 civics
assessment were asked whether
they had volunteered for community service
during the past year. More than half of the
students said that they had done some volun-
teer work, either with their school or on their
own. Although not shown by these percent-
ages, some of these students may have done
both types of volunteer work. Students who
did volunteer work had higher average civics
scores than students who said they had not
done volunteer work in the past year.
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Other Publications and Related Materials

For additional information and a full report on the NAEP
1998 civics assessment, read the NAEP 1998 Civics Report
Card for the Nation, available from the address listed on
the nght Information on the Csmcs Framework for the
1998 National Assessment of Educational Progress is

available from the National Assessment Governing Board
(http://www nagb org)

For Information on ordering these and other NAEP
publications, write

U S Department of Education ED Pubs,
P 0 Box 1398
Jessup, MD 20794-1398
or call toll-free 1-877-4 ED PUBS

The Nation's Report Card Online offers a wealth of
information including:

Online Publications and Online Ordering
Information for Teachers and School Administrators
Information by Subject Area
Sample Questions
Information on NAEP Participation

http://nces.ed.govinationsreportcard
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